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Wave propagation in thermo-viscous materials with hidden variables 

A. MORRO (GENOVA) 

SHOCK . waves and acceleration waves in heat-conducting viscous materials are considered. The 
material properties are expressed through response functions dependent on the temperature, the 
deformation gradient and the hidden variables and through an evolution function dependent 
also on the temperature gradient and the velocity gradient (Sect. 2, 3). The investigation of 
the propagation condition shows that the theory allows for the existence of shock waves (Sect. 4), 
acceleration waves and higher order waves (Sect. 5). Finally (Sect. 6), the paper presents a mo
del of heat-conducting viscous fluid accounting for wave propagation and meanwhile providing 
Fourier's law and Navier-Stokes' law as asymptotic limits. 

Rozpatrzono fale uderzeniowe i fale przyspieszenia w materialach lepkich przewodz4cych cieplo. 
Wlasno5ci materialowe przedstawione set przez funkcje reakcji zaletne od temperatury, gra
dientu deformacji i zmiennych w~w~trznych, a . poprzez funkcj~ ewolucji r6wnie2: od gradient6w 
temperatury i pr~ko5ci (punkty 2. 3). Rozpatrywany warunek propagacji pokazuje, ze teoria 
dopuszcza istnienie fal uderzeniowych (punkt 4), fal przyspieszenia i fal wyZszego rz~u (punkt 5). 
Wreszcie (punkt 6) podano model przewodZ(\cego ~ieplo plynu lepkiego. Model ten uwzgl~
nia propagacj~ fal, a jednoczesnie zawiera prawo Fouriera i prawo Naviera-Stokesa jako asymp
totyczne przypadki graniczne. 

PaccMOTpeHbi YrolPHbie BOJIHbi H BOJIHbi yCKope~UV~ B B.fi3KHX TeiiJionpoBOAJIIItHX MaTePHaJiaX. 
MaTepHam.H&Ie CBOHCTBa npe,ttCTaBJieHbi <I>YHKI,UVUW: OTKJilll(a, 3aBI:tC.fi~HMI:t OT TeMIIepa
Typbi, rp1~aeHTa Jtecpop'l~llii 1:t HeHBHbiX nepe:~teH!IbiX, a qepe3 <I>YHKLllliO aB:>JIEOI.llfR taK>Ke 
OT rpa.z:taeHTOB TeMnepaTypbi 1:t CKOP<>CTK (ny.HI<Tbl 2, 3). PacCMOTpeH:te ycm>BifSI pa-:np<>· 
CTpaHeHf.IH noKa3biBaeT, tl'l'.J TeopWI ~onycKaeT cyuteCTB03aKae YJtapHbiX: BJJIH (nYHKT 4), 
BOJIH YCKopemm H BOJIH BbiCIUero nop.fi):{Ka (nYHKT 5). HaKOHe!l (nyHKT 6) JtaeT.:.fl Mo.qeii& 
TCIIJionposo~IIteii, BH3Koii >KHro<OCTil, np~eM 3Ta MoJteJih yq~~TbiBaeT pacnpoCTpaHeHRe 
BOJIH H OJtHOBpeMeHHo COJtep~ 3aKOH QPypLe H 3aKOH Has&e-CTOKca KaK aCHMUTOTH
qecKHe npe,tteJihH&Ie CJIYtJaH. 

1. Introduction 

IT IS WBLL known that Fourier's law of heat conduction an1 Navier-Stokes' law of vis
cosity rule out the po:;sibility of wave pro~agation. This paradox has been given a great 
deal of solutions in the literature concerning temperature and . acceleration waves in heat
-conducting materials. Of course, the properties of any solution are closely related to the 
statement adopted for the second law of thermodynamics. In connection with theories 
involving the second law in the form of the Clausius-Duhem inequality, I mention, for 
example, the papers by GURTIN and PIPKIN [1] and by myself [2] about materials with 
fading memory. Accounts for temperature and acceleration waves are delivered in the 
papers by KosrNSKI and PERzYNA [3] and by KosiNsKI [4] using the model of materials 
with hidden- or· internal- variables [5, 6]. On the other hand, apart from the paper 
by CoLEMAN, GREENBERG and GURTIN [7], little attention has been paid to wave propa
gation . in viscous materials. 
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146 A.MORRO 

The aim of this paper is to exhibit a thermodynamic theory of thermo-viscous mate
rials allowing for the existence of shocks and waves of any order. To this purpose the con
tinuum at hand is regarded as a material with hidden variables (Sects. 2, 3). The present 
procedure is not standard as the response function and the evolution function are defined 
on different domains; namely the evolution function depends on the temperature gradient 
and the velocity gradient while the response function does not. In spite of being unusual, 
such a difference is not at all new since it is utilised in refs. [3, 4] and in the paper by 
Suucm [8] in connection with the temperature gradient. 

The main features of the present theory may be summarised as follows. First, the 
introduction of hidden variables does not change significantly the propagation condition 
of shocks (Sect. 4) whereas it gives rise to new terms affecting the growth of the shock 
amplitude as it is shown by a detailed investigation of shock propagation in thermo
viscous fluids [9]. Roughly speaking, the material turns out to be elastic as to the propa
gation condition and thermo-viscous as to the growth of the amplitude. Second, it is 
shown that acceleration waves may exist; moreover, qualitatively new terms, due to visco
sity and heat conduction, appear in the propagation condition (Sect. 5). Furthermore, 
it is proved that the propagation condition for higher order waves is equal to that for 
acceleration waves; this is the counterpart of analogous results found by ERlCKSEN [10], 
TRUESDELL [11], COLEMAN and GURTIN [12], and COLEMAN, GREENBERG and GURTIN [7] 
in connection with hyperelastic materials, elastic materials, simple materials with fading 
memory, and Maxwellian materials, respectively. 

Of course, any well-grounded constitutive theory of thermo-viscous materials, in 
addition to being compatible with wave propagation, must deliver Fourier's law and 
Navier-Stokes' law when stationary phenomena are considered. Section 6, which deals 
with thermo-viscous fluids, shows that, in a sense, such is the case with respect to the pres
ent theory while the general properties of shocks and waves described above hold again. 

It is a quite unusual result provided by the theory that transverse acceleration waves 
in thermo-viscous fluids are possible just as in ordinary elastic materials. This fact seems 
to be unavoidable in the sense that the existence of acceleration waves in thermo-viscous 
fluids leads naturally to the existence of transverse acceleration waves. So the theory 
exhibits a peculiar property for testing experimentally the validity of the model. 

2. Systems with hidden variables 

Throughout R, R+, R+ + stand for the real numbers, the positive real numbers and the 
strictly positive real numbers, respectively. A superposed dot denotes material time differ
entiation. A dot between two vectors or tensors means the inner product. The symbols 
Y, Z, A, E denote finite-dimensional real normed vector spaces while L(Y, A) designates 
the normed vector space of all linear maps from Y into A; "Y stands for the ordinary three
-dimensional vector space, 

A system with hidden variables {y0 , z0 , Clo, U, V, G, h} on Y x Z x A consists of 
a ground value (Yo, z0 , C10) of the independent variables (y, z, Cl) e Y x Z x A, Cl e A being 
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WAVE PROPAGATION IN THERMO.VISCOUS MATERIALS WITH HIDDEN VARIABLES 147 

the vector value of the hidden variables, together with an open connected neighbourhood 
U xV of (y0 , z0 ) and the maps 

(2.1) a e C2(U xA, E), he C2 (U x V xA, A) 

while dimA:::; dim Y +dimZ< 1>. The growth of the hidden variables is determined by 
the triple (y, z, ex) via the evolution function h whereas the response of the system depends 
only on the pair (y, ex) via the response function a. 

The first step is now to precise the zero rate condition for the hidden variables~ to 
this end it is convenient to introduce a map E: Y x Z ~ A subject to the following re

striction. 
I. Corresponding to each pair (y, z) e U x V there is just one value of the hidden variables 

E(y, z) EA such that 

b(y, z, E(y, z)) = 0 

while 

The set of hidden variables 

B = {E(y, z): (y, z) e U x V}, E e C2 (U x V, B), 

is open in A, and there is a subset W · c U x V such that (y0 , z0) E W and the restriction 
E = Elw ofE toW is a bijection from W onto B whose inverse E- 1 e C 2{B, W). 

The response function a* E C2 {U xB, E) is defined by 

(2.2) a*(y, ex) = a (y, E(y, z) ), (y, z) e U x V. 

The subsequent developments are greatly simplified if the response function a and the 
evolution function h satisfy the following requirements. 

11. There is a positive constant x such that 

(2.3) ja(y, ex+~) -a(y, ex) I :::; xl~l, y G U, ex, ex+~ eA. 

Ill. There is a map A e L{A, A) and a positive constant d such that 

(2.4) lh(y,z,ex+~)-h(y,z,ex)-A~I:::; £51~1, (y,z)eUxV, ex,ex+~eA, 

while A+ £5IA is negative definite. 
So, in view of II, Ill, we have the uniform Lipschitz conditions 

a(y, · ) e Lip x, h(y(, z, · ) E Lip{! AI + d), y E U, z e V. 

A path is a bounded and piecewise continuously differentiable map n from R into U x V. 
If n is a path and t eR, then n(t) e U xV is termed the value of n at time t. A history 
is a function defined on R with values in U x V. Given a path n and a time t eR, the 
history ofn up to timet, n (·),is defined by n (C)= n(t-C), C eR+. A path n is closed 
if there exist two times t1_, t2 (t1 :::; t2 ) such that 

n(t) = n(t1), t:::; !1, 

n(t)=n(t2), t~t2 , 

(
1
) In ref. [13] such a requirement is shown to be strictly related to the existence of a unique entropy 

function. 
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148 A. MoRRo 

and, moreover, n(t1) = n(t2). A process is a pair (n, ex), where 7t is a path and ex EA; 
it is said to be closed if n is closed. 

A path n = (y, z) determines the growth of the hidden variables through the evo
lution equation 

(2.5) <i(t) = h(n(t), cx(t)), cx(t0) = cx0 • 

For any given continuously differentiable path n the solution of Eq. (2:5) exists an~ is 
unique. Moreover, the hidden variables cx(t) are independent of the present value of the 
path n(t) just as it happens in standard theories. Such a topic is considered by LUBLINER 

[14], and by Kosn~SKI and Wo.JN'o [15] within a comparison between hidden variables 
and fading memory approaches. 

The solution ex of Eq. (2.5) is endowed with the property of asymptotic stability. 
For, consider the hidden variables ex, «+ ~ EA corresponding to the paths n, n+v, that 
is to say 

ci = h(n, cx), 

<i+ ~ = h(n+v, «+ ~). 
(2.6) 

Subtraction allows us to write the evolution equation for the difference ~ as 

~ = {h(n, cx+~)-h(n, cx)+A~}+y-A~, 

where y = h(n+v, cx+~)-h(n, «+~). Letting -m < 0 denote the largest real part of 
the eigenvalues of A, account of Ill and application of Gronwall's inequality yield the 
estimate 

t 

(2.7) l~(t)l ~ l~(to)lexp( -(t-to)m)+6 J exp( -(t-s)m)l~(s)lds 
to 

Hence a routine procedure establishes that 

(2.8) l~(t)l ·~ l~(t0)1exp( -(m-6) (t-10 )) 

' 
+ J exp( -(t-s)m)ly(s)lds. 

lo 

1 + --.\l max ly(s)l {1-exp( -(m-6)(t-t0))}. 
m-u lof!OSfO;t 

Notice that m- 6 > 0 because of the negative definiteness of A+ 61A. 
The inequality (2.8) gives an estimate of the difference ~ at time t in terms of its initial 

value ~(to) and of the difference path v via the quantity y. In the instance of equal paths, 
that is v = 0 and then y = 0, it follows . that 

l~(t)l ~ l~{to)lexp( -(m-6) (t-to)), 

whereby the difference between the hidden variables, arising from different initial values, 
decreases in time at least as exp( -(m- 6) (t-t0 )). Accordingly, letting n(t0 ) = :E-1(«'), 
ex' E B, and assuming that the constant path TC = n(t0 ) may occur, the solution of the 
evolution equation 

ci = h(n(t0), ex), cx(t0 ) =F ex', 
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must satisfy the condition of asymptotic stability 

lim m(t) = m'. 
1-HYJ 

149 

This result lends operative meaning to the assignment of the initial condition for the 
hidden variables; we can get the initial value m' at time t simply by holding the path n 
equal to i- 1(m') up to time t. Incidentally, it is this fact which suggests the definition 
of closed process. 

3. Thermo-viscous materials with hidden variables 

One way of describing the evolution of a body PA is to suppose it consists of particles 
labelled by the positions they occupy in a reference configuration fJt; x(X, t) denotes 
the position vector of the particle X at time t while n(X, · ) is the path of the particle X. 
Accordingly nand Cl map fJt xR into U xV and A, respectively. To save writing, however, 
the dependence of n and Cl on X is often understood and not written. 

A particle of a thermo-viscous body is characterised by identifying y e U with the 
pair (0, F) and z e V with the pair (G, F); here ()eR++ stands for the temperature, G 
the material temperature gradient, and F the deformation gradient. Meanwhile, the res
ponse a is identified with the set of quantities 

a=(e,S,Q,'YJ), 

where e is the internal energy density, S is the Piola-K.irchhoff stress tensor, Q is the ma
terial heat flux vector and rJ is the entropy density(l). These quantities enter the balance 
equations in the following way. Denote by f!J an . arbitrary domain in fJt and by N the 
unit outward normal to the bpunding surface ar?J of f!J. Without any loss in generality 
the mass density in the reference configuration eo is assumed to be uniform. Then, 
letting v(X, t), f(X, t), and r(X, t) stand for the velocity, the body force density, and the 
energy source density, respectively, in absence of discontinuity surfaces the balance of 
momentum and energy is expressed by 

~ I vdV = J SNdA+ I fdV, 
9 a9 9 

(3.1) 

:, J {e+ -§:v2)dv = J (vS-Q) · NdA+ J (f· v+r)dV, 
tP a9 9 

where the mass density eo has been dropped out. Under suitable smoothness assump
tions the differential forms of the balance laws (3.1) are 

(3.2) 
v =V· S+f, 

e=S·F-V·Q+r, 

V being the material gradient operator. 

(2) Precisely, S = T(F-1)T /(}, (} being the mass density and T the Cauchy stress tensor. while Q,;., 
= F-1 q/(}, q being the spatial heat flux vector. 
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150 A. Mono 

The response function a must be compatible with the second law of trermodynamics. 
Unfortunately, this assertion has not a unique mathematical counterpart silce the current 
literature exhibits several statements of the second law. Among such statenents the Clau
sius-Duhem inequality appears to be the most restrictive one. Accordi~ly, this paper 
aims to provide a theory of wave propagation compatible with the Oausius-Duhem 
inequality whereby 

(3.3) _!!_ frJdV~ - f!-Q·NdA+ f!_dV & 0 0 
@ a@ @ 

is assumed to hold for any domain fJ c 9t and for any C1 path on 9l xR. The differential 
counterpart is 

(3.4) >i;. -V. ( ~) +;. 
On introducing the free energy 1p = e-OrJ and substituting Eq. (3.2h it folows that 

(3.5) 
. . 1 

-('i'+rJO)+S· F--Q· G ~ 0 
0 

must hold at any particle X E 9t for any C1 path on R. Suppose now tha the path n: = 
= (0, F, G, F) and the time t are given. Letting q; E R, §' E L( "Y, "Y), and r§ E "Y set 
v = (q;, §', <'§, !i). It is always possible to find C2 histories q;'( · ), §''( ·) and <'§'(·)in 
such a way that they vanish identically up to time t-e, e > 0, and lq;+IJVI is small 
enough at any time while ~(t), and#(t) are arbitrary. Then the choice of L small enough 

t 

e makes f ly(s) I dY as small as we please. Correspondingly, Eq. (2.8) tels us that the 
t-e 

change of the hidden variables ~ is bounded at any time and hence the estimate (2. 7) 
allows us to say that at time t it is as small as we wish. So, in connection vith the history 
(n:+v)'( ·) the Clausius-Duhem inequality (3.5) can be written in the forrr 

(3.5)' 
. . . 1 

-(1p8 +rJ +n)(O+ q,) -(1pp-S+6)· (F·§') -(VJca·h+ 0 Q·G +eo)~ 0. 

Since n, 161, and w may be made as small as we please, the arbitrariness of9'J(t) and fi(t) 
allows us to conclude that the inequality (3.5)' holds only if 

(3.6) rJ = -1p8 , S = 1pp, 

1 
'l'ca·h+ 0 Q·G~o. 

Obviously, the conditions (3.6) and (3.7) are also sufficient for the Claushs-Duhem ine .. 
quality (3.5) to hold. 

The second law has been examined by DAY [13] through the assunption that the 
Clausius integral is non-positive for any closed process starting from an eqillibr;um state. 
An analogous procedure cannot be applied here because z contains the ran type quantity 
F and then the properties 1.4, 1.5 of [13] are no longer true. 
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4. Shock waves 

Denote by .9(t) a surface which divides fJ'l into the regions fFl+(t), fJ'l-(t) and forms 
a common boundary between them. Define the unit normal N to .9 to be directed from 
m- to at+. Letting E( ·, ·)be any function defined on (fFl xR)"'-.9', the field E( ·, t)"-... is 
assumed to be continuous within fFl+ and {J'l-; the symbols E+ (t) and E- (t) stand for 
the definite limits of E(X, t) as X approaches a point on .9' along paths lying entirely 
in fFl+ and {J'l-, respectively. The surface .9(t) is said to be singular with respect to the 
field E( ·, t) at time t if 

[El(t) := E-(t)-E+(t) .¥= o. 
The singular surface .9(t) is a wave front if its speed of propagation UN is different from 
zero. 

For later use it is worth writing down some general relations connected with waves. 
First, Maxwell's theorem asserts that if [El = 0, then 

(4.1) [VEl ,= ([VEl· N)N. 

Second, the growth of the jump [E) is determ.ined by 

(4.2) 

where :t stands for the displacement derivative. In particular, if [El = 0, the compatibility 

relation 

(4.2)' 

must hold. 
Now suppose that the wave front .9(t) is singular with respect to F and 0 (shock wave). 

In such a case the evolution equation is not defined at .9'(t); in other words, if X E .9'(1) 
and t0 < t, we may write 

ci(C) = h(n(C), m( C)), u(t0) = m0
, 

provided C e [t0 , t). However, the property whereby m( C) does not depend on n(C) sug
gests to define u(t) by continuity. This observation warrants the following: 

DEFINITION. A wave .9(t) is said to be a shock wave if: 
SI. the functions x( . ' . ) ' u( . ' . ) are continuous on {J'l X R, 
82. the functions :X(·, · ), F( ·, · ), 0( ·, · ), ci( ·, ·),Vu(·, ·) and the derivatives of 

h~gher order suffer jump discontinuities across .9(t) but are continuous functions . on (at x 
X R)"'-V(t). 

The aim of this section is to investigate whether, and how, the present theory accounts 
for the existence of shocks. To this end note first that in view of the balance equations 
(3.1) and of the boundedness off and r~ Kotchine's theorem yields the usual jump re
lations 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

UN[v] = - [S]N, 

UN[e+; v•] = -(vS-Q)·N. 
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Moreover, the Clausius-Duhem inequality (3.3) leads to 

(4.5) 

Denoting by a bar the mean value of a field variable on the two sides of the front, that 
is to say 

by virtue of Eq. (4.3) it follows that 

(4.6) UN[v2] = -i · ([S]N). 

On the other hand, Maxwell's theorem enables us to introduce the shock amplitude s 
related to ~ = [F] by 

~ = s®N, 

where ®denotes the tensor product. So, Eq. (4.4) and the compatibility condition 

[v] = -UN~N = -U~ 

imply that the Hugoniot relation 

(4.7) UN([e] -S · ~) -N · [Q] = 0 

must hold at· the shock. 
With a view to determining the shock propagation condition it is convenient to write 

the jump [S] in the form 

[S] = S8t?+~~' 

where t? denotes the jump [0]. For any component S 1i of S the deriva~ives S//, s¥ are eva
luated at a suitable point (O+ +ID, F+ +I~., ex), where I e (0, 1] depends on the compo
nent under consideration. Analogously we write 

[Ql = Qt?t?+Q8 ~, [e] = et?D+e8~· 
Then, if le L('f", 1"') is the identity tensor, Eqs. (4.3), and (4.4) yield 

.· {(-U~I+N~N)s+S~t? = Q, 

(
4
·
8
) (UN(e8 N-SN) -NQ8 N) · s+ (UNe.,-N · Qt?)t? = 0. 

In principle, the possible values of the shock speed UN and the relation between s. and 
t? ·are now a direct consequence of the system (4.8) .. Unfortunately, the derivatives St?, 
~, Q8 , QCJ, e8 , e8 depend on sand t? thus making the system ( 4.8) nonlinear. For the sake 
of simplicity attention is confined to the linear approximation - infinitesimal shocks -
whereby the derivatives are evaluated at (O+, F+, cx) andS is replaced by s+ .. 

Inftnitesimal shocks 

A non-trivial solution of the system (4.8) exists only if 

(4.9) det{ N~N-U~I I___§N-)= 0 
(ewN-SN)UN-NQwN e.,UN-N·Q., . 
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A significant particular case of the propagation condition (4.9) is provided by non-heat 
conductors. Indeed, on substituting Q = 0 and assuming UN =F 0 the condition ( 4.9) 
becomes 

(4.10) det (B- U~I) = 0, 

where B = NSa:N+(S0N)®b and b = (SN-eilN)/e0 • Meanwhile s is an eigenvector of 
B- U~ I and {) = b · s. Therefore, the existence of shock waves is ensured by the sym
metry and the positive definiteness of BE L('f", 'f"). On appealing to Eq. (3.6)3 it follows 
that 

NSa N = N1pppN 

and hence NSilN is clearly symmetric. Also, a straightforward calculation gives 

(SoN)®b = O"''oFN®"''oFN. 
The symmetry of B is now proved. As to the positive definiteness of B observe that 

s · Bs = s · (N1pppN)s+0(("1'oFN) · s ) 2
• 

The last term is evidently non-negative. Accordingly, the positive definiteness of the acoustic 
tensor N"PFF N implies the positive definiteness of B. 

The claim that the acoustic tensor is positive definite is to be distinguished from the 
corresponding claim in the theory of elasticity. Indeed, the derivatives 'PFF, as well as all 
coefficients in Eq. (4.9), depend also on the hidden variables and then on the history 
of 0, F, G, and F. 

5. Acceleration waves 

The independence of «(t) of n:(t) suggests the following to be introduced: 
DEFINITION. A wave 9'(t) is said to be an acceleration wave if: 
Al. the functio-ns :X(·, · ), F( ·, · ), 0( ·, · ), «( ·, ·) are continuous on ~ xR, 
A2. the functions x(-, . ), F(-, . ), 0( ·, . ), G( ·, . ), ci( ·, . ), V«(·, . ) and the deriv

atives of higher order suffer jump discontinuities across 9'(t) but are continuous functions 
on (at x R)/9'(t). 

Since [:X] = 0 at f/(t), the jump relations (4.3), and (4.4) reduce to 

(5.1) [S]N = 0, 

(5.2) UN[e] = N · [Q]. 

UN being now the speed of propagation of the acceleration wave. The continuity of 
0, F, and« makes S, e, and Q continuous across the wave front and then both Poisson's 
condition (5.1) and Eq. (5.2) hold identically. As to the entropy balance, the inequality 
( 4.5) also holds identically because of the continuity of 0, Q, and 1J· 

Look now at the balance equations (3.2). On assuming that f and r are continuous 
across the wave front, the standard procedure yields 

1 . 
a= - UN [S]N, 

(5.3) 
1 1 . 

[e] = ----(SN) · a+-[Q] · N, 
UN UN 
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wpere a : = [x]. To go further we n~ed t? introduce explicit expressions for [e], [Q], and 
[S] in terms of 0, F, « and [G], [0], [F]. For example we have 

[e] = eo[O]+eF · lFl+e~~ · [b]. 

The continuity of 0, F, « makes eo, ep, e(l continuous across the wave front and allows 
the jump (b] to be written as 

(5.4) (b] = h(GJ(G]+hlPJrFJ 

where, for any component h" of b, the derivatives hic1, h~m are evaluated at a suitable point 
(0, F, G+ +k[G], :F+ + krF], «), k e [0, 1]. For the sake of simplicity assume now that 
the function h depends linearly on G and F; otherwise the same conc1usions could be 
attained in the case of infinitesimal waves. Moreover, to save writing, replace the symbols 
h1c1, h(F1 by be and h.F, respectively. Denoting by e the jump [0] and making use of the 
compatibility conditions yield 

[e] = eofJ- ~N ep · (a®N)- ~Ne~~· {hcNfJ+b.Fa®N}. 

Analogous relations hold for [Q] and [S]. On substituting into Eq. (5.3) and rearranging 
the terms it follows that 

(5.5) 

where 

(.O-UAI)a+3fJ = 0, 

X·a+qB = 0, 

.Q = N(Sp+Se~h.F)N, 
3 = -UNS8N+NSe~bcN, 
X= UN(SN -epN -e11 hpN)+NQpN+NQcah.FN, 

q = eoUA-(e~~· hcN+N· Qo)UN+N· Q~~hcN. 

Consequently the speed of propagation UN must be the solution of the determinantal 
equation 

(5.6) 

To sum up the results obtained so far we can write the fo1lowing: 
THEOREM. The speed of propagation UN of an infinitesimal acceleration wave traveling 

in the direction N through thermo-viscous materials with hidden variables must satisfy Eq. 
(5. 6). The relation between the amplitudes a and fJ is given by Eq. (5.5). 

Setting aside a detailed analysis of Eq. (5. 6) observe how the problem at hand simpli
fies in some special cases~ First, if the stress S is independent of the temperature 8 and 
of the hidden variables «, and hence 3 = 0, Eqs. (5.5) exhibit a thermal wave solu-

tion a = 0, 8 =1: 0. Letting j and K stand for the quantities ~ ( e11bc + Q8) and Q~~IIG, res

pectively, the existence of thermal waves implies that UN satisfies the equation q = 0, 
that is 

(5.7) 
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The derivative e0 represents the heat capacity of the body per unit mass and it is natural 
to assume that it is a strictly positive quantity. Then a sufficient condition for thermal 
waves to exist is the negative definiteness of the tensor K. 

Apart from the different meaning of the terms involved, a result like Eq. (5.7) has 
already been obtained by GURTIN and PIPKIN [1] and by myself [2] with recourse to mem
ory functionals in order to account for the response of the material. Moreover, as to 
materials with hidden variables, the same result has been obtained by KosiNSKI and PE
RZYNA [3). 

Second, consider the non-heat conductors Q = 0, and suppose that the free energy 
function is expressed as 

'P = 'P'(O)+'P"(F, ex), 

while h is independent ofF, that is hp = 0. In such a case the vector X vanishes and 
then Eq. (5.5) bears evidence of the solution a ¥= 0, e = 0 provided that 

(5.8) det {N(Sp+Scxhit)N-U~I} = 0. 

This in turn means that purely mechanical acceleration waves - a ¥= 0, e = 0 - may 
exist provided the tensor N(SF+ S11hit)N has at least one real positive eigenvalue. Since 
NSpN is the acoustic tensor, the present theory exhibits the additional contribution 
NS11hitN accounting for viscosity through hidden variables. In principle, this term allows 
the existence of acceleration waves even in purely viscous materials, that is when Sp = 0. 
However, in general, the tensor NS11hpN may be not even symmetric. Such is not the 
case of the model of thermo-viscous fluid described in Sect. 6 where this tensor accounts 
for the existence of longitudinal and transverse acceleration waves. 

Waves of bJgber order 

Let n ~ 2 be an integer. 
DEFINITION. A singular surface .9(t) of the time dependent fields x( ·, t), 0( ·, t), and 

ex( ·, t) is called a wave of order n + 1 if the following conditions hold: 
n1. the functions x( ·, · ), F( ·, · ), 0( ·, ·),ex(·, ·) and their first n-1 derivatives are_ 

continuous on fJt x R, 
n2. the nth derivatives of x, F, 0, ex and the derivatives of higher order suffer jump dis

continuities across .9(t) but are continuous functions on (at xR)'\..9(t). 
The analysis of a wave of order n + 1 needs the requirements 

a E C"+ 1(U xA, E), hE C"(U X VxA,A). 

Also, for the sake of simplicity assume that f, rand their first n-1 derivatives are con
tinuous functions on at x R. 

Consider the balance equations (3.2) and differentiate them with respect to X n- 1 
times~ since [V"- 1 f] = 0 and [V"- 1r] = 0, it follows that 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

11* 

[V"- 1v] = [v"- 1(V · S)], 

[V"- le] = [vn-l(S. F}]- [V"-t(V. Q)]. 
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Property nl implies that [V"- 1S] = 0 and hence 
[V"-l(S. F)] = [V"-lFJS. 

Accordingly, Eq. (5.10) becomes 

(5.10)' [V"- 1e] = [V"- 1FJS- [V"- 1V · Q]. 

Observe that, given a function~ defined on gt xR and subject to [V"- 1 ~] = 0, the itera
tive application of Eq. (4.2)' yields 

(m) 

(5.li) [Vm~] = ( -UN)-m[~]N@ ... ®N, 
m 

~ 00 
where ~ is the mth time derivative of~. On t~e other hand the jump [S] can be written 
as 

(5.I2) 
(n) (n) (n) . (n-1) (11) 

[S] = So[O]+Sp[F]+Sm(hu[ G ]+hp[F]). 

(n) (n) 

while analogous relations hold for the functions · e, Qe). Then, in view of Eqs. (5.11) 
and (5.12) we can write Eq. (5.9) as 

(n) I (n) (n) . (n-1) (n) 

[v] = - UN {So[O]+Sp[F]+Sm(hu[G]+hp[F])}. 

Upon substitution of the compatibility relations 

(n) I (n) 

[F] = - UN_[v]®N' 
(n-1) I (n) 

[G] =-UN [O]N, 

it is easily seen that 
(n) (n) 

(5.13) (.Q-U~I)[v]+3[0] = 0. 

A similar procedure applies to the jump relation (5.10). In fact, use of Eq. (5.11) pro
vides 

(n) ~n) 1 (n) 

[e)= S· [F]+ UN N· [Q], 

whence 

(5.14) 
(n) (n) 

X· [v]+q[O] = 0. 
(n) (n) 

Looking at the system of equations (5.13) and (5.14) in the unknowns [v ], [ 8] it follows 
that a non-trivial solution is possible only if the determinantal equation (5.6) does hold. 
So we have proved that waves of higher order and acceleration waves have the same prop
agation condition thus establishing the counterpart of analogous theorems by ERICKSEN 

[10], TRUESDELL [11], COLEMAN' and 0URTIN [12], CoLEMAN, GR.EENBERG and GURTIN [7). 
In other words, all waves of the order n ~ 1 have the same speed of propagation. How
ever, a remark is in order. In fact, the propagation condition (5.6) holds exactly for 

n-1 n-1 
(3) Since [ 0] = 0, [ F] = 0 the dependence of b on 0, F does not give rise to corresponding terms 

in the jump relations. 
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waves of higher order and also for acceleration waves provided the amplitudes a, e are 
small enough to replace the actual values of the derivatives 11<;, h:F by their values at (0, F ~ 
G +, F'+, cx). In conclusion we can write the following: 

THEOREM. The speed of propagation UN and the relation between the amplitudes asso
ciated with waves of higher order propagating through thermo-viscous materials with hidden 
variables are the same as in the corresponding case of infinitesimal acceleration waves. 

6. An example: tbermo-viscous fluids 

This section delivers a model of fluid with hidden variables which is compatible with 
the existence of shocks and acceleration waves. Meanwhile Fourier's law of heat con
duction and Navier-Stokes' law of viscosity are obtained as asymptotic limits in stationary 
conditions. Although such a model is to be viewed as an example of the theory performed 
in the previous sections, the spatial description appears to be more convenient and then 
some results will be restated briefly in their dual form. 

A material is said to be a fluid if its symmetry group is the unimodular group [5]. 
Accordingly, the response function a and the evolution function h may depend on F 
only through the determinant det F, that is through the actual density e = eo/detF. 
Then, describing heat conduction and viscosity via the spatial temperature gradient g 
and the rate of strain D, for a temperature rate independent fluid we can write 

a= a(O, (!, cx), 

0: = b(O, (!, g, D, cx), 

where a stands for the set of quantities (e, T, q, 'YJ). To account in a simple way for heat 
conduction and viscosity it is convenient to suppose that the hidden variables cx consist 
of a vector «1. and a symmetric tensor cx2 , i.e. cx = (cxu cx2). Assuming the independence 
of h of (J and (!, consider the pair of linear evolution equations 

(6.1) 

. I ( «1 = - g -cxt), 
Tt . 

. l 0 
«2 = -:z;- (D -cx2), CX2 (to) = CX2, 

2 

where cx~,cxgeC1 (9l)(4). Property Ill requires that the relaxation times r 1 ,r2 belong 
to R+ +. The map E is expressed by cx1 = g, cx2 ;,. D. The obvious solutions of Eqs. 
(6.1) are 

«1 (t) = g(t; 'l'1)+cx~exp( -(t -t0)/r1), t -toe R+, 

«2 (t) = D(t; 'l'2)+cxgexp( -(t-t0 )/7:2 ), t-t0 eR+, 
(6.2) 

the symbol ~(t; r) being defined as 

I 

E(t; 'l') = ! f exp( -(t-C)/'l')~(C)dC. 
lo 

(
4

) According to Eqs. (6.1) we have dimA = dimZ. 
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The second law of thermodynamics is supposed to be expressed by the Clausius-Du
hem inequality 

(6.3) 
• 1 

-e(1ji+TJO)+T · n-0 q · g ~ o. 

So the response functions are compatible with thermodynamics provided that 

-e('P6+TJ)O + (e2VJQI+T- _g_'P«2) · n-(~ q+~'P«~) · g+e(-
1 

'P«1 ·cx1 +-
1 

'Pm2 ·cx2) ~ o 
T:z V 'rt 'rt T2 

holds for every timet and for every path n = (0, e, g, D). By using the kind of argument 
used already in proving Eqs. (3.6) and, (3.7), we conclude that this inequality holds if and 
only if 

6.4) 

(6.5) 

Then a function VJ{O, e, ex) satisfying the inequality (6.5) makes the response functions 
(6.4) identically compatible with the second law of thermodynamics. 

To specialise the example under consideration, look now at a free energy function 'P 
dependent on 0, e and on the quadratic invariants cx1 · cx1, cx2 • c&2, and (I· c&2)

2 in the 

form 

1J"-rl . 1 2} (6.6) tp(O,e,cx) = P(O,e)+et~t'c&t+.UT2c&2·c&2+TA.-r2(I·c&2) , 

where "' .u, A. are non-vanishing constants. It is a simple matter to show that the function 
(6.6) satisfies the inequality (6.5) if and only if 

(6.7) p > 0, 3l+2.u ~ 0; " > 0. 

Substitution of Eq. (6.6) into Eq. (6.4) delivers 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

ITI """1 
TJ = - r 6 + 2e02 CXt . c&t ' 

T = -pl+2.uct2 +l(I· cx2)1, q = -~It 

being p = (/'Pt~· If g(t) = g', D(t) = D', t-t0 eR+, it follows that 

lim(cz1 (t), c&2 (t)) = (g',D'). 
l-+00 . 

This allows us to say that, except for the dependence of p on ex and hence on g and D, 
when g and D are constant in time Eqs. (6.9) asymptotically become the Navier-Stokes 

and Fourier constitutive e9113:tions. ~o, the results (6.7) may be regarded as the Stokes
·Duhem and Fourier inequalities. 

Look at the behaviour of the thermo-viscous fluid described by Eqs. (6.6)-(6.9) as 
to the propagation condition for shock waves and acceleration waves. 
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Shock waves 

Application of Kotchine's theorem to the balance equations of mass, momentum, and 
energy enables us to write the jump relations 

[eUJ = o, 
[eUv]+ [T]n = 0, 

[eUe]+ [v] · fn- [q] · n = 0, 

where U is the local speed of propagation and n is the normal to the shock front in the 
actual configuration. Since [«1] = 0, and [«2] = 0, in view of Eq. (6.9) it follows that 

[T] = - [p]I, [q] = 0. 

Again the shock turns out to be longitudinal and, in the case of infinitesimal shocks, 
we find the propagation condition 

( n · Tn) 
eo(pf!-U2)-Po ef!---r = 0 

are to be evaluated in the region ahead of the shock. 

Acceleration waves 

The balance equations provide the jump relations 

[e]+e[div v] = 0, 

e[v]- [divTJ = o, 
e[eJ -T · [DJ+ [divq] = o, 

while [v] = 0 and [0] = 0. For the problem in study a convenient form of the compa
tibility condition is 

~[E] 
~ = [i] + Un • [grad E1. 

Consequently [T] = 0 and [q) = 0 imply that 

1 . 1 
[divT) = - U[T]n, [divq] = - U[q] ·D. 
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Accordingly, since [ci1] = [g]/"r 1 , [a2 ] = [D]/T2 , account of the response functions (6.6)
(6.9) allows us to write 

. (6.10) 

( eU2
- :,)•-{(ep,+ p;,A + J.(I · «z)+2p.K )a· n+2,uJa ·t) n -( Up,+i«1 ·+m= o 

U(e2e, -p)a · n+ ( ee6U2
-

2
8" «1 ·nU- ;Je = 0, 

where .;V = n · cx2 n and f = In A cx2 nl are the components of cx2 n, that is 

cx2 n = %n+ft, t · n = 0. 

· The determinanll!l equation associated with Eqs. (6.10) follows straightaway. 
Consider now some particular solutions of Eqs. (6.10). If f = 0, Eqs. (6.10) bear evi

dence of the existence of purely mechanical transverse waves - a · n = 0, 8 = 0. The 
corresponding local speed of propagation U is 

U= (;.J 
On the other hand longitudinal waves -a = (a· n)n, e ¥: 0- are possible. In such 
a case the propagation condition is 

(6.11) 

where 

Cz = -I:~ + ge, ( ep,+ 
2PT:). +2p% + J.(l · llz)) +p,(p -e2e,) }, 

c1 = ;·{e2e, -p+2 (ep,+ 
2PT:;. +2p% + J.(I· «2))}«. · o, 

Co = .!:_I eP(! + 
2

,u +). + 2,u% + l(I. cx2)}. 
't'l 't'2 

If the temperature gradient is zero until the arrival of the wave front, we have cx1 = 0 
and then c3 = 0, c1 = 0. The corresponding acceleration waves are symmetric [8]. 

In respect of the response functions, the presence of hidden variables involves mem
ory effects. In particular, the example described above accounts for memory effects 
associated with heat conduction and viscosity. A possible connection with Fourier's and 
Navier-Stokes' theories may be accomplished by examining the behaviour of the speed 
U when the memory becomes extremely short, that is to say when -r1 , -r2 -+ 0. For the 
sake of simplicity let -r ~ = -r 1 and suppose -r 2 = 0( T). Observe first that 

«1 = g+O(-r), «2 = D+O(-r) 
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as r ~ 0. Hence, as r ~ 0, c4 , c3 = 0(1) while c2 , c1 = O(r- 1
) and c0 = O(r- 2

). Mean
while, in view of Eq. (6.11), the speed of propagation must satisfy the condition U = 

1 

= o( r- 2 ). The sought connection is then established. Indeed, Fourier's and Navier-
-Stokes' theories, ruling out the possibility of wave propagation, may be obtained from 
the present example in the limiting case r ~ 0. 
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